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001  R Suzanne will fetch us out take  
002   us out maybe somewhere for a meal an ride 
003   round for you you can say you’ve been out  
004   then (2.0) alright 
→ 005  S mmm °yeah° 	


006  R now you didn’t sleep very well last night   
007   did you 
008  S I don’t know 	


009  R you was up and down all night long saying  
010   that you couldn’t sleep 


































































→ 011  S mmm 	


012  R I thought you probably would’ve wanted to  
013   stop in bed a bit longer this morning 
→ 014  S mmm 	


015  R but you was up at half past seven and I  
016   thought you might have wanted to have a  
017   little sleep but you seemed to be awake  
018   again now 
→ 019  S mm 	


020  R do you feel tired 
021  S not now 	


022  R but seeing that you was up and down all  
023   through the night and you didn’t sleep at 
024   all you said 
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002 H  
003 S 	

no no no no chance no chance 
004 H                      no no 
005 M 		
 	
006 S no no we don’t 
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002 S          ↑   
003 H  I love you 		


004 S I love you darlin’ I love you so: much 
 !! JF	 !! %!!=JF
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004 S                           
 
005 S go 
006 M 

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